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In this issue...
Campus News, Page 2
This Instagram page is 
bringing Musketeer’s 
purr-fect friends to a 
feed near you.
A&E, Pages 8 & 9
Get your lm bro on for 
reviews on an OG indie 
ick and “the greatest 
American lm of all time.”
Sports, Pages 6 & 7
Our writers catch you up 
on the highlights of the 
NFL Draft, particularly the 
live-streamed home decor.
The Dad Page, 10
Father’s Day has arrived 
early on the tenth page. 
Appease the stars: check 
your horoscope.
Enrollment is on pace for success
BY MO JUENGER
????? ?????
Xavier’s Office of  Admis-
sions announced that the 
university is on pace to meet 
its enrollment projections, 
largely due to quickly initiat-
ed online forums and virtual 
campus tours offered to pro-
spective students. 
Since the campus closure, 
the Office of  Admissions 
updated its online presence 
through a new webpage called 
XU to YOU. The site has links 
to Zoom forums, virtual tours 
and mock classes for prospec-
tive students. 
Xavier has avoided the 
national trend of  dipping 
enrollment numbers due to 
COVID-19. The American 
Council on Education predicts 
a 15% drop in enrollment 
across the nation, a statistic 
impacting other local colleges, 
including Miami University.
Nonetheless, Aaron Meis, 
the vice president for enroll-
ment management and stu-
dent success, announced that 
Xavier is expecting to reach 
its enrollment goal of  1,180 
first-year students. He also 
announced a re-enrollment 
rate that is on track with pro-
jections. 
Incoming first-year nurs-
ing major Kazmin Perkins 
noted that these online events 
gave her an insight into the 
campus and community, de-
spite not being able to visit 
regularly scheduled events. 
“I’ve been able to go to the 
Zoom calls, one for diversity 
and one of  the mock class-
es for nursing,” Perkins said. 
“Considering the whole situa-
tion, I do think it was a good 
insight. Obviously, it’s not the 
same as being on campus... but 
I was still able to see a lot of  
things.” 
Student workers and ad-
missions officers also hosted 
several Zoom forums to allow 
undecided high school seniors 
to ask questions about Xavier. 
These forums take the place 
of  admissions events like X 
Day and XU Preview Day.
Student Ambassador for 
the Admissions Office Marina 
Salazar participated as a co-
host in several forums with 
undecided students. Salazar 
noted that online meet-and-
greets typically included ap-
proximately 35 prospective 
students, notably fewer than 
the typical attendance for 
large admissions event. 
Students cannot commit to 
Xavier during these virtual 
events but are sent a survey 
afterward to ask where they 
currently stand in the deci-
sion-making process. 
Prospective and committed 
students are also finding inno-
vative ways to connect despite 
the campus closure. 
Incoming first-year stu-
dent Parth Patel noted that 
social media has been a space 
for him to connect with stu-
dents instead of  attending 
events. He’s met some in-
coming students through the 
MeetXU2024 page on the XU 
to YOU site, which shows 
photos of  committed students 
alongside their names and 
majors. 
The XU to YOU site also 
hosts regional meet-ups 
through Zoom, which allows 
prospective and committed 
students to meet other stu-
dents in their areas.
Patel typically uses Twitter 
and Instagram direct mes-
sages to reach out to other 
committed students and has 
joined group chats to meet 
other incoming first-years. He 
noted that these connections, 
however, did not fully rep-
licate the traditional admis-
sions experience. 
“This is not what I expect-
ed, to be honest,” Patel said. 
“I just hope this quarantine 
can end before fall semester… 
Having online classes at the 
beginning of  my first year 
would suck.”
Committed students are 
also being sent baskets with 
hand sanitizer, socks, and 
other Xavier items. Incoming 
first-years who post a photo 
of  themselves online also re-
ceive a Xavier sweatshirt.
“Students are looking at 
how colleges are treating in-
coming students,” Salazar 
said, noting that she believes 
Xavier has stood out positive-
ly in the way it’s treating cur-
rent and incoming students. 
“And students still seem really 
enthused about Xavier!”
Additionally, two student 
ambassadors from the Office 
of  Admissions are introduc-
ing students to campus from 
afar through virtual tours. 
These tours allow prospective 
students to experience cam-
pus virtually while the stu-
dents speak through a prere-
corded video. 
Junior Student Ambassa-
dor Mia Lynd participated in 
the videos and noted that she 
is glad the tour was able to be 
completed before the campus 
closed. 
Incoming first-year polit-
ical science major Anthony 
Bartosiewicz committed to 
Xavier a week into quaran-
tine. He planned on commit-
ting in person during the XU 
Preview Day event but waited 
after the event’s cancellation 
due to COVID-19. 
“I just walked up to my 
mom and said, ‘Well, I’m com-
mitting now,’” Bartosiewicz 
said. He then committed on-
line from his couch in his 
Xavier gear. 
Bartosiewicz noted that 
while his commitment lo-
cation was different than 
planned, the prospect of  go-
ing to Xavier in the fall has 
kept him positive. 
“Everything is so crazy, ev-
erything feels so out of  con-
trol, but there’s one thing in 
the distance that I can look 
at and say, ‘I’m going there,’” 
Bartosiewicz.
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Online initiatives attract new students, fall enrollment numbers stay aoat
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Club leaders will be able to utilize new features with OrgSync replacement  
“Pets of Xavier” rains cats and dogs over Instagram
EngageXU will be test-
ed and launched during the 
summer, with the full rollout 
for clubs taking place at the 
beginning of the fall semes-
ter.
EngageXU will be replac-
ing OrgSync, which was a 
community management 
software that the university 
used to support clubs with 
processes such as forms used 
for club position applications, 
space reservations and event 
requests. 
Additionally, it was used 
by the Division of Student 
Aairs to track engagement 
at dierent kinds of campus 
events.
During the testing period, 
sta and faculty across cam-
pus will be trained to use the 
new software with the hope 
that there will be more use 
and integration of the soft-
ware across campus and be-
yond the Oce of Student 
Involvement (OSI) and the Di-
vision of Student Aairs.
Associate Director of Stu-
dent Involvement Dustin 
Lewis stated that the En-
gageXU software will go 
above and beyond the ca-
pabilities of OrgSync, even 
putting more features in the 
hands of clubs.
“One feature that many 
student organizations will 
be excited about is the abili-
ty to set up a storefront fea-
ture and to sell items online 
through the system with 
funds being directly depos-
ited into the club’s account,” 
Lewis said. 
“Imagine buying SAC Boat 
Dance or Ski Trip tickets on-
line — no lines and no wait-
ing!” 
There will also be an online 
waivers feature, a long-await-
ed addition for clubs who 
travel frequently.
According to Lewis, the 
university adopted the 
OrgSync system in 2011.
Knowing that their con-
tract expired after the spring 
of 2020, the OSI began the 
process of searching for an 
eective replacement for 
OrgSync last fall.
In 2016, the OrgSync soft-
ware was acquired by anoth-
er company, CampusLabs, 
which had a competing prod-
uct known as CollegiateLink. 
While CampusLabs notied 
colleges they would honor 
pre-existing OrgSync con-
tracts, OrgSync would be 
phased out and eventually 
discontinued altogether.
Lewis noted that Xavier 
decided to stick with OrgSync 
for the remainder of their 
contract after feedback from 
other local universities.
“Several other campuses 
migrated from the OrgSync 
platform to CampusLabs’ 
new system — including The 
University of Cincinnati and 
Northern Kentuky Universi-
ty — with mixed or negative 
feedback about the change 
for their campuses,” Lewis 
said. 
“The OSI opted to stay in 
OrgSync for as long as pos-
sible since the system was 
meeting our needs and the 
migration feedback was not 
convincing us that the new 
platform would meet our 
needs.” 
After narrowing the se-
lection process to three oth-
er companies, Xavier opted 
to go with CampusGroups. 
In working with Campus-
Groups, Xavier had the 
chance to name the new plat-
form, and after an Instagram 
contest with 400 votes, it was 
determined that the “new 
OrgSync” would be dubbed 
EngageXU.
Discontinuing OrgSync 
was not a voluntary choice for 
the administration, as there 
had been signs for years that 
a change was inevitable. 
Several organization lead-
ers noted that OrgSync was a 
positive experience for them 
but were looking forward to 
new features on EngageXU.
 “I am frankly a little sad to 
see it go, as I have become ac-
customed to using it,” junior 
Noah Schrader, President of 
Life After Sunday, said. 
“Life After Sunday works 
heavily with campus ministry, 
Catholic Student Outreach, 
the on campus Cincinnati Je-
suit Community, etc. I think 
that it would be nice to have 
an ‘aliates or collaborators’ 
tab which shows organi-
zations, oces or divisions 
that each club interacts and 
collaborates with most fre-
quently.”
“I hope this new app will 
do more in terms of helping 
leaders of clubs, in ways of 
forms and money,” sopho-
more Nick Walker, treasurer 
of Xavier Film and Television 
Club, said. “As the treasurer, 
these forms sometimes get 
confusing on OrgSync.” 
Photo courtesy of Instagram
In the fall 2020 semester, EngageXU will begin to perform the same functions that OrgSync has been since 2011. This will 
Include tracking engagement for events, such as the Residence Hall event pictured above, that take place across campus. 
EngageXU to be rolled out for fall
BY HUNTER ELLIS
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BY SYDNEY SANDERS
???????????????
Thanks to students Devon 
Baird and Rose Hofstetter, 
an Instagram account called 
“Pets of Xavier” was created 
to provide a much needed 
bright spot within the Xavier 
family. 
The account started after 
Xavier announced classes 
would be completed remote-
ly and Baird and Hostetter 
wanted to nd a way to keep 
the Xavier community in-
volved. 
“What we loved about the 
idea for ‘Pets of Xavier’ is that 
not only do we get to see 
each other’s pets, but we also 
get to see each other out-
side of campus,” Hofstetter, a 
sophomore digital media and 
advertising double major, 
said. 
“This is so important now 
that we’re all in dierent parts 
of the world.” 
Inspired by the popular 
Instagram account, “Dogs of 
Instagram,” Baird and Hofstet-
ter expanded the concept to 
include all kinds of pets. The 
account currently features 
dogs, cats, sh and even a 
hamster.
Each post includes a photo 
of an animal with a bio sub-
mitted to Baird and Hofstetter 
by messaging the account. 
“There’s really no creative 
limit, but we always try to fea-
ture the Xavier student, their 
hometown, the pet’s name 
and a little about them,” Baird, 
a sophomore biology major, 
said.  “We also know that not 
everyone is a professional pet 
photographer and we wel-
come that.” 
“Pets of Xavier” was cre-
ated to spread positivity on 
social media. With more than 
100 followers, the account 
posts every few days, but 
hopes to grow and reach a 
wider audience. 
“We’d really like for the 
student body, alumni, facul-
ty and anyone in the Xavier 
community to get involved 
and share their animals with 
us,” Baird said. “If we can con-
tinue to spread more joy 
to the community, then we 
know we’re doing something 
right.”
“We’re just two students 
who want to make other peo-
ple smile,” Baird and Hofstet-
ter said. 
“Not to mention the sub-
missions are always super 
cute and fun to receive, peo-
ple are always very excited to 
share their pets.” 
For fun-lled posts, follow 
@petsofxu on Instagram.
Photo courtesy of Instagram
For the owners of the “Pets of Xavier” Instagram account, the mutual admiration 
of furry friends is keeping the Xavier community connected during quarantine. 
April 27 Student Government 
Association Meeting Recap
COURTESY OF HUNTER ELLIS  
• Senator Daniel Joyce is forming an ad hoc 
committee to review Xavier’s full reaccred-
itation agreement to “ensure proper rep-
resentation of the student body.
• With the prospect of passing a new SGA 
constitution, Peter Korchak, the rising 
president of the Board of Elections (BOE), 
addressed the Senate about the election 
process and how constitutional changes 
would affect BOE.
• President Thomas Wehby and Korchak 
discussed ways to increase interest and 
involvement in SGA after only 17 senators 
applied to be a part of SGA last fall.
• SGA approved the appointments of Sena-
tors to vacant seats on university commit-
tees, including SORF, the Safety Commit-
tee and the Parking Committee.
BY JOSEPH COTTON
????? ???????
Photo Courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org
Governor Mike DeWine announced his plan on Monday to reopen Ohio’s economy. Most medical centers will be 
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Governor Mike DeWine 
Announced Responsible Re-
start Ohio, his three-phase 
plan to reopen the economy 
starting May 1.
On a Monday livestream, 
non-essential hospital, med-
ical and dental procedures 
that do not require an over-
night stay at a hospital will 
be allowed to go forward. Be-
ginning on May 1, veterinary 
operations will also be allowed 
to continue. 
Previously, non-essen-
tial medical procedures were 
stopped as a measure to save 
personal protective equip-
ment (PPE) for health care 
workers treating people with 
COVID-19.  
On May 4, manufacturing, 
distribution and construction 
workers will be allowed to re-
turn to work. 
General offices will be al-
lowed to reopen, given they 
redesign their space to en-
sure at least six feet of  space 
between employees. Offices, 
however, are encouraged to 
have people work from home 
as much as they can.
On May 12, retail and con-
sumer services will be allowed 
to reopen. Both employees and 
consumers will be mandated 
to wear face coverings.
A reopening timeline was 
not announced for “non-es-
sential” businesses including 
daycares, dine-in restaurants, 
hair salons and gyms. 
“I know there are other 
things that all of  us want to 
do,” DeWine said. “All those 
things we’re anxious to do as 
well, but we’ve got to see how 
we do with these numbers. 
We’ve got to watch it for a 
few weeks.” 
Sophomore English and 
communications studies ma-
jor Max Hull said that Ohio is 
reopening too soon. 
“If  the people in the fed-
eral government aren’t will-
ing to reopen their offices, we 
shouldn’t have to go back to 
work,” Hull said. “People with 
asthma, like me, are at an even 
greater risk.” 
He went on to say that he 
is worried he will not be safe 
when he is able to find work.
Despite businesses open-
ing up, the stay-at-home order 
will remain in place. 
Although it will be mod-
ified to allow employees of  
reopened businesses to go to 
work and retail locations to 
DeWine outlines plan to reopen Ohio
Three-phase plan opens medical centers, oces and retail services by May 12
Week in review — NFL hot dogs edition
• New England Patriots 
tight end Rob Gronkow-
ski told Howard Stern 
that Tom Brady’s penis, 
while still very nice, was 
not as nice as his own. 
This comes after Brady 
complimented his penis 
in a previous episode of  
Stern’s podcast, of  which 
Gronkowski said, “He 
called my hot dog ‘amaz-
ingly nice,’ so it kind of  
surprised me” (April 21).
• A Boston nurse ran a 
marathon throughout the 
city but spelled “Boston 
Strog” instead of  “Bos-
ton Strong” with her path 
(April 22).
 
• An Atlanta bulldog 
named Big Poppa has tak-
en social media by storm 
after its owner posted a 
picture of  the pup look-
ing pessimistic (April 22). 
• A U.K. woman gave birth 
in a supermarket parking 
lot after a nearby EMT 
believed that the child’s 
father was just cheering 
him on and supporting 
local healthcare workers 
(April 22). 
• A Virginia senator is 
facing public scolding 
Photo courtesy of Instagram
VA Senator Mark Werner started a Tuna Meltdown with his tutorial video.
“Boston strog,” sad Poppa, support health care workers, extra mayo, defective parrot, tuna meltdown
reopen, Ohioans will still not 
be permitted to form gather-
ings of  more than ten people 
for the foreseeable future.   
DeWine also spoke about 
what needs to be in place in 
order to reopen the state.  
“We needed to ramp up 
testing dramatically and to at 
the same time do the tracing,” 
DeWine said. 
He went on to say that the 
state was allowed to partner 
with health care manufacturer 
Thermo Fisher and the man-
ufacturer’s alliance to make 
more tests for Ohioans.  
The governor stated his in-
tention to increase the scale at 
which the health departments 
can track infected individuals. 
DeWine plans to assemble in-
termittent volunteers until a 
workforce of  around 1,750 lo-
cally hired and state workers 
is assembled. 
The governor’s livestream 
also discussed the COVID-19 
business and personal proto-
cols that are in place for the 
reopening of  the economy. 
Most are mandated under 
health and safety laws and 
some are best practices man-
dated for businesses to follow. 
Businesses will be required 
to have face masks for their 
employees, conduct daily 
health self-assessments and 
maintain good hygiene and 
social distancing, as well as 
sanitize workplaces through-
out and at the close of  the 
workday. 
The maximum number of  
people allowed in a certain 
workspace will be half  of  the 
fire code.
The livestream also 
gave actions to take when a 
COVID-19 infection is iden-
tified. 
Employees or consumers 
testing positive will be report-
ed to the health department 
so that people who potentially 
came in contact with them can 
be identified and tested. The 
shop floor will also be shut 
down if  possible.
Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org
New England Patriot Rob Gronkowski accpeted an unusual compliment.
after posting a video of  
himself  making a “tuna 
melt” with excessive 
amounts of  mayonnaise, 
undrained tuna and pro-
cessed cheese. He blamed 
his Canadian heritage 
for the mayonnaise glops 
(April 23). 
• A man in Spain was sent 
home by police after 
claiming he was taking 
his fish on a walk “to re-
lieve itself ” (April 24).
• New York City Mayor 
Bill de Blasio shut down 
the city’s hotline to report 
those not social distanc-
ing after the hotline was 
flooded the text messages 
with photos of  penises, 
Hitler and other graphic 
images (April 24). 
• A Canadian Superior 
Court decided that a man 
who mortgaged his house 
in a bet over “Rock, Paper, 
Scissors” will not have to 
pay back the $517,000 he 
owes (April 24).
• A British Columbia man 
was fined after selling 
a “defective” parrot for 
$2,100 (April 25). 
• A Vallejo Planning Com-
mission member an-
nounced his resignation 
after drinking beer and 
throwing a cat during a 
Zoom call meeting (April 
26). 
• The Pentagon released 
three videos of  UFOs 
which were orginal-
ly posted by former 
Blink-182 singer Tom 
DeLonge (April 27).
• After a 79% increase 
in calls to the Nation-
al Poison Data System, 
the FDA  is encouraging 
hand sanitizer manufac-
turers to make their prod-
uct taste worse (April 27).
• Kentucky Governor 
Andy Beshear called an 
unemployment claim a 
prank after a man legal-
ly named Tupac Shakur 
filed for benefits (April 
28).
• An ABC News television 
reporter filmed an at-
home segment but didn’t 
realize his audience could 
see that he was wearing a 
suit jacket and no pants 
(April 28). 
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Voter turnout for the Ohio primary decreased by nearly 40% compared to the 2016 presidential primary 
election. The absentee ballot total increased by 421%, with at least 1.9 million absentee ballots requested. 
Ohio primary reports mail-in results
Chabot, Shroder elected in District One by mail-in ballots after postponed primary  
The results for the Ohio 
primary, postponed for more 
a month due to COVID-19, 
were announced on Tuesday 
after votes were collected by 
mail-in and drop-off  ballots 
only.
Since the plan to extend 
the election was announced 
on March 26, Ohioans have 
faced several deadlines in or-
der to deliver primary results 
on April 28.
First, Ohio voters had to 
request a ballot from a des-
ignated webpage by noon on 
Saturday, April 25. These bal-
lots either had to be posted in 
the mail by April 27 or deliv-
ered directly to the county’s 
Board of  Elections.
For the majority of  people, 
if  these deadlines were not 
met, there were no outlets to 
cast a vote on Election Day.
According to Ohio Secre-
tary of  State Frank LaRose, 
there were very limited sit-
uations in which provisional 
ballots on Election Day were 
counted. 
These exceptions included 
those who have proof  they 
requested a ballot and did not 
receive it, as well as disabled 
or homeless individuals who 
were unable to receive mail.
To ensure ballots were safe 
from tampering at every coun-
ty’s Board of  Elections, each 
county had the casted ballots 
sealed in a box with two keys: 
one held by a representative 
from the Democratic Party, 
and the other held by a repre-
sentative from the Republican 
Party.
The results of  all ballots 
received by each county’s 
Board of  Elections had to be 
posted by 7:30 p.m. on April 
28, though these results were 
not final. Instead, as long as 
ballots in the mail were post-
ed by April 27, they will be 
counted until the final cutoff  
date of  May 8.
According to election 
data, there have been at least 
1.9 million absentee ballots 
requested by mail in Ohio, 
which is a 421% increase from 
the absentee ballot total in the 
2016 presidential primary. 
However, that total would 
also mark nearly a 40% de-
crease in the total amount of  
votes casted.
In addition, election data 
shows there were around 
37,000 absentee ballots re-
quested on April 25 alone. 
These ballots will likely not 
BY HUNTER ELLIS
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be included in Tuesday’s to-
tals.
The postponement of  the 
election and subsequent de-
crease in voter turnout may 
have an impact on several rac-
es, from the presidential race 
to more local races.
In early April, Sen. Bernie 
Sanders dropped from the 
democratic primary, the un-
certainty of  upcoming pri-
maries needed to reach the 
required delegate total poten-
tially playing a role in his de-
cision. 
Despite dropping from the 
race, Sanders still gathered 
about 17% of  the vote in Ohio.
Also, on the primary bal-
lots were candidates vying to 
fill all 16 of  Ohio’s congres-
sional seats. In District One, 
which encompasses most of  
Cincinnati, incumbent Steve 
Chabot won for Republicans, 
while Nikki Foster and Kate 
Schroder were on the ballot 
for Democrats. Schroder won 
the race fairly easily, with 
about 68% of  the vote.
There are several races that 
varied based on precinct, in-
cluding state house represen-
tatives in many districts, as 
well as district courts.
According to one report, 
one federal super PAC, the 
Growth and Opportunity 
PAC, has spent over half  a 
million dollars on just the 
State House District 65 and 
66 races, which marks an ex-
tremely high amount for rel-
atively low stake elections. 
In turn, these elections were 
some of  the closest across the 
state. 
Former Congresswoman 
Jean Schmidt won District 65 
by 2% and Adam Bird won in 
District 66, where all three 
candidates were within 4% 
and just 500 votes of  each 
other.
In the fall, Election Day 
will take place barring a sim-
ilar delay to the national elec-
tion that has affected several 
state primaries.
Photo Courtesy of  Facebook
Ohio State Senator Andrew Brenner caused controversy after responding to a post likening a statement by Dr. 
Amy Acton to Nazi Germany. Governor Mike DeWine condemned anti-Semitic protesters and Brenner’s post.
DeWine denounces Nazi comments 
DeWine condemned Sen. Brenner and protestors for anti-Semitism about COVID-19
Governor Mike DeWine 
condemned State Rep. An-
drew Brenner (R-Powell) after 
he and his wife posted com-
ments likening a COVID-19 
program to Nazi actions. 
He also condemned the 
use of  anti-Semitic symbols 
during recent protests at the 
statehouse.  
Ohio Department of  
Health Director Amy Acton 
expressed her desire to issue 
certificates allowing some im-
mune Ohioans to discontinue 
their stay-at-home orders. 
“In some countries, they’re 
looking at certificates to say 
you’re immune and there-
fore you’d be able to go about 
your business,” Acton said in 
a statement on April 21. “It 
would be a dream if  we could 
get something like that.”
Sen. Brenner’s wife, Sara 
Marie Brenner, responded to 
Acton’s post on Facebook. 
“With a German accent, in 
your head say ‘show me your 
papers’... This is downright 
scary!” Mrs. Brenner said. 
“You don’t issue people cer-
tificates to be able to function 
outside their home.”
“This actually feels like 
Hitler’s Germany where you 
had to have blonde hair and 
blue eyes to be able to func-
tion anywhere, and you were 
damned otherwise. When are 
people going to say enough is 
enough?” she continued. 
Sen. Brenner responded to 
his wife’s comment on Face-
book. 
“We will never allow that 
to happen in Ohio,” he wrote. 
DeWine responded over 
Twitter, first addressing the 
use of  anti-Semitic imagery 
at an April 18 protest over the 
stay-at-home order.
“I am deeply concerned 
by the anti-Semitic sign at 
Ohio’s Statehouse during a 
recent protest rally,” DeWine 
tweeted. “The sign was vile 
and disgusting. While even 
disgusting speech is constitu-
tionally protected, it still de-
mands condemnation.”
DeWine continued in a 
separate tweet and denounced 
Sen. Brenner’s comment on 
his wife’s Facebook post. 
“The recent Internet post 
by Ohio State Senator Andrew 
Brenner, likening Ohio’s De-
BY MO JUENGER
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partment of  Health Director’s 
actions to fight coronavirus to 
those taken by the Nazis in 
Germany during World War 
II, must also be condemned,” 
DeWine said. 
DeWine also noted that the 
comments were particularly 
inappropriate, as they were 
posted on National Holocaust 
Memorial Day. 
Mrs. Brenner issued a 
statement after removing her 
post, denying allegations that 
her comment was anti-Semit-
ic.
“Many of  us are very up-
set with the policies being 
put forth in Ohio right now. 
However, disagreement with 
my views on the issues should 
never be used as a catalyst to 
attack someone’s faith, ethnic-
ity or race, as has been done 
here,” Mrs. Brenner said. 
“Those who thought I 
made anti-Semitic comments 
are the same people who say 
I would be a racist for scru-
tinizing Barack Obama,” she 
continued. 
“It’s a dog whistle, and it’s 
a sad day when that’s the sta-
tus of  the first amendment in 
America.”
Sen. Brenner issued a sep-
arate statement later that day. 
“What I actually said was 
not the same as what is being 
reported. I would never, ever 
say what I am accused of  say-
ing,” he said. “I understand 
that while people may differ 
on policy issues, the manner 
in which it was reported was 
upsetting, inflammatory and 
hurtful.”
“I apologize to Dr. Acton, 
because I’m sure she was of-
fended by the comments as 
they were reported,” Sen. 
Brenner said. 
Acton has not yet respond-
ed directly to Sen. Brenner’s 
apology. 
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The NBA “one and done 
rule” was implemented in 
2005, requiring players to be 
one year removed from high 
school and at least 19 years of 
age before going pro.
To ful ll that gap year and 
to deter players from going 
overseas to get paid, the NBA 
G League implemented the 
professional pathway pro-
gram, which gives top-rated 
prospects the bene ts they 
may not get in college. 
Jalen Green, the top-rat-
ed high school recruit in the 
class of 2020, according to 
ESPN, recently joined the 
program. Naturally, the move 
sets a precedent that comes 
with many pros and cons.
This program was imple-
mented in 2018 with little in-
terest. Since then, NBA com-
missioner Adam Silver and G 
League Comissioner Shareef 
Abdur-Rahim teamed up to 
make it more appealing.
Silver and Abdur-Rahim-
multiplied the salary by  ve 
and added sponsorships, to 
name a few modi cations. As 
a result, this is the  rst year 
that high school players have 
committed to this program.
Green will receive a one-
year deal worth $500,000, 
which is ten times what most 
of the people in the G League 
will earn, according to ESPN. 
He will also have the oppor-
tunity to pro t from his like-
ness, receive a full ride col-
lege (academically) and have 
access to one-on-one coach-
ing.
“I think it would be better 
for my long-term goal, better 
for my development and pro-
fessional success,” Green told 
ESPN. “The NBA G League will 
give me the best opportunity 
for development as an NBA 
player.”
Isaiah Todd, a top 15 recruit 
according to ESPN, shortly 
followed Green by withdraw-
ing his intent to play at Mich-
igan to instead play for the G 
League select team. Daishen 
Nix, a point guard in the class 
of 2020 also decommited 
from UCLA to join the team. 
Todd and Green will be on a 
team with other prospects 
 G League revamps professional pathways program
that will face a variety of 
basketball environments, in-
cluding international teams, 
practice squads and other G 
League teams.
The revamped program 
will also feature the standard 
48-minute game length with 
four quarters. This is longer 
than the NCAA rules of two 
20-minute halves.
As great of an opportunity 
as this is for young stars, there 
are several downsides to the 
new development.
Players like Green and 
Todd won’t be on the nation-
ally broadcasted games that 
college basketball programs 
thrive on during the college 
basketball season. They will 
also be playing in front of a 
much smaller crowd, as G 
League games average only 
a couple hundred fans Eric 
Mussleman, the head coach 
at Arkansas and a former G 
League coach, echoed this 
sentiment.
“We have up to 25 me-
dia members after a game 
at Arkansas, as opposed to 
the G-League, where there 
might not be anyone.” he told 
“Sports Illustrated”. “I think 
media wise, preparing your-
self to deal with the larger 
contingency of media, col-
lege basketball can help you.”
While it is not anticipat-
ed by sports analysts that a 
trend will form, it does bring 
into question if the NBA will 
revert back to drafting play-
ers after high school so that 
this program wouldn’t be 
necessary.
Silver has shown optimism 
that the draft age will be re-
turn to 18 by the 2022 NBA 
draft, but at the moment, the 
G League program has shown 
to be a viable option for elite 
prospects.
BY ANDREW ZERMAN
Staff Writer
COVID-19 doesn’t stop the Xavier rec sports grind
The Xavier community is 
joining millions of Americans 
who have taken to at-home 
workouts. The Rec Sports 
sta  has been hard at work 
over the past month compil-
ing resources and organizing 
creative initiatives to keep 
the Xavier nation active from 
home.
More than half of all states 
(Ohio included) have closed 
 tness centers due to the 
spread of COVID-19. 
As a result, the Health 
United Building had to close 
its doors in mid-March after 
a mere eight weeks of oper-
ation. 
“I truly have an amazing 
team,” said Director of Recre-
ational Sports, Leslie Dulle. 
“Every single one of my pro 
sta  has stepped up in so 
many ways.”
Rec Sports has created 
a Quarantine Wellness Kit, 
which was posted on the 
organization’s website, for 
maintaining a healthy life-
style during the pandemic. It 
has links to free  tness apps, 
the virtual group exercise 
schedule as well as resources 
for spiritual and emotional 
wellbeing. 
Dulle said so far the ini-
tiative has received quality 
feedback from users. 
In addition to this web-
page, Rec Sports has relied 
heavily on social media to 
remain connected to the 
campus community through 
challenges and Instagram 
takeovers. 
Mackenzie McIntyre, the 
coordinator of  tness and 
wellness, talked about how 
her role has changed since 
the outbreak. 
“A lot of my job has shift-
ed to producing social media 
content now more than ever 
to promote these programs 
and engage our students in a 
way that meets them where 
they are,” she said. 
McIntyre also oversees the 
six Rec Sports  tness classes 
which have persisted for at-
home use. The  tness instruc-
tors lead the class on Zoom 
from their home and then 
post the class on YouTube for 
future reference.  
“We have seen moder-
ate engagement in our pro-
grams, but I consider moder-
ate engagement to be good 
engagement in times like 
these,” McIntyre explained, 
noting a range of three to 25 
participants per Zoom class. 
“We recognize that many 
students may be struggling 
with a variety of things 
during this time and that 
being engaged online for a 
 tness class may not be their 
top priority. That’s okay. Our 
goal is really to provide an 
outlet for the students who 
are seeking opportunities to 
stay engaged with the Xavier 
community,” McIntyre said .
One such  tness instruc-
tor is student Claire Fischer, 
the leader of the Resistance 
Bands and Core Zoom class. 
“Teaching a class online 
isn’t too di  cult, but it does 
feel a bit awkward just talking 
to a computer rather than a 
class full of people. It’s also 
hard to know if anyone can 
hear me or needs any help 
with any of the exercises,” she 
said. 
Regardless of their non-tra-
ditional feeling, Fischer still 
believes these  tness classes 
provide a semblance of nor-
malcy.
“Even if it’s just taking a 
walk during the day or doing 
some stretching, it’s import-
ant to dedicate some time for 
yourself and take your mind 
o  of more stressful things,” 
she said. 
McIntyre echoed these 
thoughts about the impor-
tance of staying active. 
“I think that staying active 
during this time provides you 
with a mental release from 
whatever your day to day 
routine looks like,” she said. 
“It’s a chance to make time 
that’s just for you and honor-
ing your body’s natural incli-
nation to move and play.” 
For Dulle, these e orts 
also serve as a way to stay 
connected during these di  -
cult times.
“Our overarching message 
has been that we are still 
here for the students. Even 
remotely, our goal is to pro-
vide those co-curricular expe-
riences that create a sense of 
belonging,” she said.
An example of this was 
the Step Challenge, a week-
long competition against 
the University of Cincinnati’s 
(UC) Rec Sports to see which 
program could log the most 
steps. Xavier defeated UC and 
proceeded to challenge other 
Ohio institutions. 
Xavier, 13 other Ohio uni-
versities and the Ohio Wom-
en’s Correctional System are 
all partaking in the challenge. 
Xavier students can submit 
their steps from now until the 
end of the week. 
“Staying active is imper-
ative to our mental health 
always but it is even more 
important now,” Dulle said. 
“I want the Xavier nation to 
know that we have to take 
care of ourselves during this 
crazy time and all aspects of 
our wellbeing matter. If (Rec 
Sports) can help with even 
a small part of that, we have 
been successful.”
Photo courtesy of xavier.edu
With more than half of all-states closing down  tness centers due to the spread of COVID-19, Xavier’s Rec Sports sta  
has come up with  initiatives to keep students active at home, including the utilization of Zoom for  tness classes.
BY  ALEX BUDZYNSKI
Campus News Editor
Jalen Green (left) is one of the  rst players to utilize the NBA G-League’s revamped pathways program. The program 
includes a pay raise for prospects and a new “select team” for elite prospects who join the program, including Green.
Photo courtesy of bleacherreport.com
Quarantine Wellness Kit helps students maintain  tness during stay-at-home
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The 2020 NFL Draft helped 
return some sense of normal-
cy to the sports calendar last 
week and like always, there’s a 
lot to dissect about how each 
team did post-drat, even if It’s 
too early to give out any sort 
of draft grades.
Here’s a look at three win-
ners and three losers from 
the draft based o how well 
they lled their needs and 
the perceived value they re-
ceived from each pick.
               Winners
Dolphins: Miami did a 
good job addressing their 
needs with their abundance 
of picks. They stuck to their 
guns by taking Tua Tagov-
ailoa over Justin Herbert fth 
overall, which I think will be 
the smart decision in the long 
run. They also added Univer-
sity of Southern California of-
fensive tackle Austin Jackson 
and Auburn cornerback Noah 
Igbinoghene in the rst.
They doubled down on 
the O-line by taking oen-
sive tackle Robert Hunt in the 
second. Miami also took de-
fensive tackle Raekwon Davis 
in the second, and then they 
added Brandon Jones, one 
of the most underrated safe-
ties in the draft, in the third 
round. They got solid value in 
fourth round guard Solomon 
Kindley and edge rusher Cur-
tis Weaver out of Cal in the 
fth. Weaver was projected 
to go as high as the second 
round in some mock drafts.
Ravens: The Ravens have 
always been one of the better 
teams at drafting players who 
t their scheme, and that was 
the case again in 2020. Loui-
siana State linebacker Patrick 
Queen was a great pick at the 
end of the rst round, and 
Baltimore also added Ohio 
State running back J.K. Dob-
bins in the second after he 
slid a little bit. 
In the third, they added 
Texas A&M defensive tackle 
Justin Madubuike, who is a 
really solid pass rusher from 
the interior. Madubuike was 
the rst of four third round 
picks by the Ravens, with Tex-
as wideout Devin Duvernay 
taken with their second third 
round pick. 
The Ravens also got fantas-
tic value in Ohio State inside 
linebacker Malik Harrison lat-
er in the third round before 
scooping up guard Tyre Phil-
lips with the last pick in the 
third round. Michigan guard 
Ben Bredeson and Iowa safe-
ty Geno Stone were good day 
three picks.
Buccaneers: A trendy 
team entering the 2020 sea-
son after the addition of Tom 
Brady, the Bucs nailed their 
rst two picks by taking Iowa 
The key winners and losers from the 2020 NFL Draft 
OT Tristan Wirfs with the 14th 
overall pick and Minnesota 
safety Antoine Wineld Jr in 
the second round with the 
45th overall pick. 
Wirfs was projected to go 
as high as No. 4 in some mock 
drafts, and he’ll play a big 
role in helping protect Brady. 
Wineld is a rst-round tal-
ent and the best safety in the 
draft, so taking him at No. 45 
was a steal. 
Minnesota receiver Tyler 
Johnson was a good get in 
the fth round, but Wirfs and 
Wineld Jr. are enough to 
make this class a win for Tam-
pa Bay.
Losers
Eagles: I don’t hate the 
Jalen Reagor pick in the rst 
round, although I think Justin 
Jeerson probably would’ve 
been a better t. 
My main issue with the 
Eagles draft was wasting a 
second-round pick on Jalen 
Hurts. Even though Carson 
Wentz has trouble staying on 
the eld, the Eagles have so 
much money tied up in him 
that Hurts will likely never see 
the eld as QB1 in Philly.
I think it was a waste of a 
pick, and the Eagles have too 
many needs to make a luxury 
pick in the second round. 
They did shore up some of 
their needs in the third round 
and on day three. I really like 
their K’Von Wallace selection, 
but taking Hurts in the sec-
ond just can’t be justied.
Packers: The problem with 
the Packers draft isn’t the Jor-
dan Love pick, it’s how poorly 
they addressed their needs at 
linebacker and receiver. 
A.J Dillon is a good run-
ning back who may be able 
to work his way into the Pack-
ers’ rotation as a short yard-
age back, but there are much 
better tight ends than 6-foot-
2 Josiah Deguara available in 
the third round. The Packers 
didn’t take a single receiv-
er in the draft, and the lack 
of weapons is going to hurt 
them this season. 
Texans: When you only 
have ve picks, it’s hard to 
have that good of a draft, and 
the Texans only pick with any 
sort of immediate value is in-
terior defensive lineman Ross 
Blacklock, who they got with 
the 40th pick, acquired in 
their head scratching trade of 
DeAndre Hopkins. 
There isn’t much that needs 
to be said about the Texans 
other than to get head coach 
Bill O’Brien out of the general 
manager chair and hire a real 
GM who doesn’t trade away 
all his picks.  
BY JOE CLARK
Staff Writer
NFL Draft Grades: Who had the best living room?
Interior design is import-
ant. It’s what makes a house 
a home. 
As the members of this 
year’s draft class start to make 
the big bucks, they are going 
to need to pay attention.
You never know when 
you’re going to get an ESPN 
feature and you don’t want to 
be caught o guard. 
These grades are going to 
show who needs to take in-
spiration from their parents, 
who needs to hire on some 
decor help as well as who 
needs to move their family to 
a new house.
Joe Burrow: A
Joe’s burrow gives o a 
warm, homey feel that is al-
most as classic as the video 
of him smoking a cigar after-
winning the national champi-
onship game. 
The recliners anchor the 
room, contrasting well with 
the lighter vanilla walls and 
the elegant, but not over-
stated, curtains holding 
their place over the win-
dows. 
The accent pieces are also 
top-notch. The lamp and the 
coee table t in the room 
like a glove, adding to the-
atmosphere. The ower vase 
with roses is the cherry on top 
that wraps the room togeth-
er. I can imagine watching 
an old western movie while 
lounging in those recliners.
Justin Jeerson: A+
Not only does Louisiana 
State University have an elite 
championship pedigree, but 
they also know their interior 
design. Justin Jeerson easily 
takes the award for the best 
backdrop of the draft.
The Jeersons’ residence 
balances on the thin line be-
tween modern and cozy. The 
reclining sectional is the star 
of the show as it plays well 
with the fuzzy rug and white 
and red walls. 
The painting on the wall 
adds a splash of personality 
and brightness, helping to 
round out the room. It seems 
like a place I would like to 
spend a lazy Sunday in, just 
to lounge around.
Je Okudah: B+
While many experts say 
that the Lions should have 
picked Derrick Brown out of 
Auburn, the Lions made the 
right choice from an interi-
or design perspective. The 
Okudah household knows 
how to decorate, and their 
home ts perfectly into the  
aesthetic of Grand Prairie, 
Texas.
It’s a classic Texas kitchen. 
The rust-orange, clay-esque 
paint always presents a risk of 
being hokey, but is pulled o.
The brown cabinets and the 
black couch keep the colors 
warm and inviting. 
The biggest question is 
whether or not Okudah’s Tex-
as design background will 
translate to the colder-Detroit 
area. However, he attended 
Ohio State, so this transition 
to the midwest should not be 
a problem.
Jedrick Wills: D-
Despite being very good at 
“defending this house,” it’s not 
clear if it is one worth guard-
ing. I’m not talking about 
First Energy Stadium (home 
of the Cleveland Browns). I’m 
talking about this man’s living 
room.
The yellow curtains are a 
nonstarter for me, and the 
yellow accented carpet and 
the darker yellow walls don’t 
do it any favors. 
The black couch sticks out 
like a sore thumb. The plant 
in the pot tucked away in the 
corner is weak and serves 
only to add to the sad feeling 
the room gives o. I guess it 
makes sense he ended up 
with the Browns.
Overall, the room is some-
how too boring and too jar-
ring at the same time. 
Photo courtesy of Getty Images
For as elite as former Louisiana State and current Bengals quarterback Joe Burrow is on the football eld, he’s equally 
impressive at interior design as his classic living room earned high marks that were topped by his former teammate
BY JOSEPH COTTON
Staff Writer
The Miami Dolphins selected Alabama quarterback Tua Tagovailoa, who has 
suered a medley of injuries, with the fth overall pick in the 2020 NFL Draft. 
Photo courtesy of  The New York Times
Justin Jeerson should have considered a career on HGTV instead of the NFL
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It’s impossible to talk about 
independent movies without 
talking about “Clerks.”
“Clerks” is the rst-ever 
movie from now-famous 
lmmaker Kevin Smith, and 
you can denitely tell. The 
comedy revolves around 
Dante, a convenience store 
worker who comes in on his 
day o, a day that turns out to 
be insane. It mixes situational 
humor with funny dialogue 
to create a comedic eect 
dierent from most modern 
comedies. 
I found the story to be 
unique in comparison to the 
things coming out around 
the time the movie was re-
leased in 1994. There are 
small, skit-like breaks in be-
tween big scenes that keep 
the story fresh and entertain-
ing. 
Cult classic Clerks comes up short
BY CHARLIE GSTALDER
Staff Writer
One of my favorite scenes 
is at the end, when Dante 
and his friend, video store 
worker Randal, get into a big 
ght. The theme and story 
are wrapped up nicely as the 
men lay on the oor of the 
convenience store in a mess 
of wrappers. The subject mat-
ter itself is rather average, but 
the story is smart and relat-
able. 
Sadly, there were also 
some big issues that I found 
hard to overlook. Firstly, this 
is such a man’s movie. All of 
the characters are men, save 
for a handful of women that 
are mostly girlfriends or sex-
ual objects. The movie has 
such a dude-bro feel to it that 
it lost a lot of my interest. 
While I found the movie 
funny overall, I was unable to 
nd humor in the more sex-
ist jokes. The bathroom scene 
towards the end particularly 
does not sit well.
 In addition, while some 
of the interludes between 
bigger scenes are funny and 
well-timed, they sometimes 
also make the story a little 
more confusing and harder 
to follow. If you zone out for 
even a second, you’ll proba-
bly miss something.
 There are also a lot of 
explicit discussions among 
characters, which was un-
expected. I wasn’t put o by 
it, but it might make others 
uncomfortable. While I found 
the movie humorous overall, 
there were some serious is-
sues with it that could have 
been easily xed. 
This is also a technical 
mess of a movie. Considering 
Smith had zero formal lm-
making training aside from 
four months of lm school, 
I’m not surprised. A lot of 
shots are long, and there is 
virtually no variety in them. 
Sometimes there are 
Occasionally, an album 
comes and shakes your foun-
dational understanding of 
“good music.” Upon listening, 
tectonic plates shift, the king-
doms of discographies fall to 
rubble and Rosetta Stones 
are unearthed as new songs 
become pillars to compare all 
music to, past and future. 
From this point forward, 
I will not give an album ve 
stars unless it accomplishes 
such. Fiona Apple’s “Fetch 
The Bolt Cutters” is a ve. 
“Fetch The Bolt Cutters” 
is Fiona Apple’s fth studio 
album and her rst release 
in eight years. It’s a brilliant-
ly swirling collection of pia-
no-driven tracks, centering 
on themes of connement, 
anger and empowerment. 
The themes are magnied 
by Apple’s choice to record 
the majority of the project 
within her home, making it 
perfect for pandemic listen-
ing. 
The arraignment is spec-
tacular, and headphone lis-
tening is a must. The rst 18 
seconds of track one, “I Want 
You To Love Me,” play solely 
through the left channel. A 
cymbal crash played through 
the right channel at 19 sec-
onds beckons in the piano 
and initiates full stereo, leav-
ing you realizing, “oh, my 
headphones aren’t broken.”  
At around the two-minute 
point of the track, a crescen-
do gives way to a fermata-ed 
“you,” and the piano chords 
and bass line begin rhythmi-
cally alternating between the 
left and right channels. At this 
point in the song, even while 
writing this review, I cannot 
stop myself from swaying 
back and forth.
 The nal ten seconds of “I 
Want You To Love Me” are an 
accelerando to the tempo of 
track two, “Shameika.” “Sham-
eika,” a more bluesy track, is a 
fascinating look into elemen-
tary school memories and 
how childhood perceptions 
of oneself linger later in life. 
Similarly to how track one be-
gins in the left channel, track 
two ends in the right. 
The title track is a show-
case of unconventional per-
cussion that, as you probably 
can predict, involves themes 
of escaping one’s home. It’s 
an incredibly pertinent mes-
sage — I’ve been mumbling 
the chorus, “Fetch the bolt 
cutters, I’ve been in here too 
long” to myself while strug-
gling to nish this review… I 
hope Fiona is proud.  
The run of tracks 6-11 is a 
powerful and, at times, heart-
breaking look into Apple’s 
history and perception of love 
lost. “Newspaper” contains 
a banging-on-trash-can-lids 
and acapella beat and sees 
Apple reecting on the simi-
larly painful experiences she 
and her ex-boyfriend’s former 
partners likely share. 
“Ladies,” my favorite track 
from the album, has a similar 
message. The repetition of 
BY HANNAH SCHULZ
Head Copy Editor
the title and chorus seem to 
show Apple comparing her-
self to her past partners’ new 
lovers. I’m not sure why, but 
whenever I listen to “Ladies,” 
I think of Carol Burnett’s per-
formance of “Little Girls” in 
1982’s “Annie.” 
Track 11, “For Her,” is un-
deniably the climax of the al-
bum. The song was released 
in response to the trial of 
alleged rapist Brett Kavana-
ugh in the Supreme Court. It 
is a narrative track that sees 
Apple serving as the mouth-
piece for a woman who 
was assaulted by her Holly-
wood-associated partner. 
Going into further detail 
of the song’s content feels 
akin to spoiling “Return of the 
Jedi” in 1983, so I will simply 
say whether or not you listen 
to “Fetch The Bolt Cutters,” ev-
eryone has a duty to experi-
ence “For Her.” 
Fiona Apple’s “Fetch The 
Bolt Cutters” is undeniably 
the single best album re-
leased in 2020 and may likely 
retain that title through the 
end of the year. I implore you 
to listen, right now.
whole conversations with 
only one camera angle and 
one shot, which had to be 
a pain for the actors. It also 
adds no texture or depth to 
the scene. 
Only seeing a conversation 
from one angle, you can miss 
out on the little facial expres-
sions or movements of actors 
that make lms great. 
Sometimes camera move-
ments don’t make sense for 
the shot and can be jarring 
because of this. 
It’s also riddled with con-
tinuity errors, and they shot 
the lm in black and white 
because of the shoestring 
budget and lighting dicul-
ties. 
On the brighter side, some 
of the shots were smooth and 
seamless, and sometimes I 
even envisioned myself using 
a shot just like it. There was 
nothing huge with sound or 
lighting that really took me 
out of the scene, I just wish 
they’d paid more attention 
to some of the smaller things 
that can set a movie apart.
One of the highlights of 
the lm is the two main ac-
tors: Brian O’Halloran as Dan-
te and Je Anderson as Ran-
dal. 
The two have such a natu-
ral chemistry and their banter 
is incredible. Though some-
times I doubted the writing, 
I never doubted their acting. 
They’re so funny when it’s 
needed but they also appro-
priately turn it down at the 
right moments. They made 
the lm. 
I both love and hate their 
characters, which is how I 
think they should be viewed. 
The lm wouldn’t be what it 
is without them. The only real 
problem I had with the act-
ing was that at times, it was 
blatantly obvious they were 
reading lines. When you’re 
having a conversation with 
someone, there’s a slight 
natural pause between peo-
ple talking. During “Clerks,” 
there is no space. Dialogue is 
unnaturally speedy and con-
structed.
This movie is regarded by 
many as a cult classic and 
one of the best indepen-
dent movies ever made, but 
I would have to disagree. 
While a lot of the writing was 
smart and funny, sometimes 
it just missed its mark. 
And while technical errors 
are completely understand-
able and part of what actually 
makes independent movies 
so fun and dierent from pro-
fessional productions, some-
times they can make the 
movie seem like just another 
lm school production. 
While I didn’t hate this 
movie at all and found a lot 
of it funny and smart, I also 
can’t see why others hold it in 
such high regard. It was a fun 
watch, but not something I’d 
come back to.
Fiona Apple’s new album earns praise from fans 
Total score:
Fiona Apple’s new album “Fetch The Bolt Cutters” provides the audience with a musical journey that carries them 
through an array of experiences and emotions as she covers dicult and mildly controversial topics within her lyrics.
Photo courtesy of Rollingstone.com
Photo courtesy of Rogerebert.com
Famous independent lm “Clerks,” while falling short of certain expectations set by its position as a cult classic, 
proves its worth with stand-apart humor, expert cinematography, witty, well-written dialogue and an exceptional 
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Opinions & Editorials 
Editor 
Two weeks ago, there was 
an article in the Newswire 
with videos games to help 
get you through quarantine. 
While those games seem fun 
and will entertain you for a 
little while, who knows how 
long the shelter in place will 
last? So, being the throwback 
connoisseur that I am, here is 
review of throwback games 
to play when you’re feeling 
restless.
Nintendo Wii
If you were smart enough 
to hold on to your Wii after all 
of these years, I applaud you, 
you have taste. The Wii is the 
perfect quarantine time killer.
My personal favorite 
games are “Mario Kart,” “Su-
per Mario Bros” and the clas-
sic “Wii Sports.” As an added 
bonus, you can play “Just 
Dance” if you’re looking for 
an alternative to working out.
 I knocked o a star be-
cause the quality of Wii isn’t 
the best, but the games and 
Wii characters make up for 
it. A Wii is tough to come by 
nowadays, but if you’re lucky 
enough to get your hands on 
Throwback games bring nostalgia 
one, hold on to it.  
Club Penguin
There are two types of 
people in the world: Webkinz 
people and Club Penguin 
people. If you’re feeling lone-
ly this quarantine, Club Pen-
guin is the website for you. 
Club Penguin has been 
around since we were kids 
and was rebooted in 2017 to 
keep the nostalgia alive. You 
can make friends on Club 
Penguin and play multiplay-
er games, or you can waddle 
around solo. 
There’s a game for ev-
eryone on Club Penguin or 
bizarre hangout spots to 
mingle with other penguins. 
The only downside to Club 
Penguin is how slow it is — 
there’s too much going on 
for it to run smoothly — but 
nonetheless, the fun out-
weighs the technical dicul-
ties. 
Disney games 
As you may know from 
review of Disney Channel 
shows to binge on Disney+, 
anything after 2010 is ir-
relevant, including Disney 
games. Classic Disney Chan-
nel shows created classic Dis-
ney games. 
My favorite games include, 
but are not limited to: Kim 
Possible’s “A Sitch in Time,” 
The Suite Life of Zack & Cody’s 
“Pizza Party Pickup” and Lilo 
and Stich’s “Sandwich Stack-
er.” Honorable mentions in-
clude: Lizzie McGuire’s “Dress 
up Lizzie,” That’s So Raven’s 
“Cory’s Money Maze” and 
Hannah Montana’s “Malibu 
Manicure.” 
You’ll need to download 
Adobe Flash to play most of 
these games, but it will be 
100% worth it.
Bloxorz
“Bloxorz” was like an un-
spoken rule in elementary 
school; whenever we had 
the school computers, we 
all played it. It was one of 
the few games that wasn’t 
blocked on the school WiFi if 
that tells you anything. 
The rst few levels are re-
ally easy, but then the game 
gets really frustrating. It’s like 
a modern version of “Tetris,” 
but it’s not nearly as fun as 
“Tetris.” 
I only gave it three stars 
because it gets too repetitive 
and you can you can only play 
it for a little bit on your home-
work break without going 
crazy. Nonetheless, “Bloxorz” 
is a good throwback if noth-
ing else and will be a solid 
time waster if you’re looking 
for one.
Total score:
Film expertly illustrates the American Dream
BY BEN THOMSON
Staff Writer
At the beginning of the 
lm, protagonist Daniel Pla-
inview (Daniel Day-Lewis) 
lies on the oor of an assay 
oce, a broken man, waiting 
to trade a sample of silver for 
a small payment. By the end 
of the lm, he sits on the oor 
of his private bowling alley lo-
cated inside of his giant man-
sion. 
Loosely based on Upton 
Sinclair’s Oil!, “There Will Be 
Blood” is a haunting critique 
of capitalism and the men 
that benet most from it. 
The story of Daniel Plain-
view illustrates the hard work 
and determination it takes to 
achieve the American Dream. 
However, the cost of doing so 
leaves the audience to ques-
tion whether or not the heart 
of this great nation really is as 
black as the oil that built it.
As a minor-turned-oilman, 
Plainview’s journey is primar-
ily driven by greed. He’s ruth-
less in his climb to the top, 
humiliating and eliminating 
the competition as he goes, 
leaving a slew of shattered re-
lationships in his wake. 
Daniel Plainview isn’t go-
ing to stop at victory. He 
wants to make sure that his 
enemies are destroyed, hu-
miliated or even dead. 
The explosive performance 
given by Daniel Day-Lewis 
is one of the best in history, 
completely immersing the 
viewer into the muddy boots 
of the now-iconic sociopath-
ic driller. His struggle to the 
top is uncomfortably familiar, 
with the strongest parallels 
being drawn between his 
character and the oil tycoons 
that shaped America into 
what it is today. Cinematog-
rapher, Ryan Elswit, places 
the camera very close to the 
characters, allowing the pres-
ence of unexpected intimacy. 
The system now has a face.
If Daniel Plainview is the 
hero of his own story, then 
Baptist Preacher Eli Sunday 
(Paul Dano) is his villain. Dan-
iel and Eli are two sides of the 
same silver dollar. 
Eli’s quest for power is 
achieved through using the 
power of religion and scrip-
ture, enrapturing the small 
town of Little Boston with the 
promise of spiritual healing 
and divine forgiveness. The 
only thing in his way? The 
promise of wealth and pros-
perity from Daniel. It’s a race 
to see what can get bigger: 
Plainview’s rig or Eli’s church. 
There’s something tragic 
about “There Will Be Blood.” 
Director Paul Thomas An-
derson carefully connects 
the dots between capitalism 
and religion, showing that 
they aren’t as dierent as we 
may think. As much as these 
institutions claim to care for 
you, in the end, you’re just a 
means to their end.
The choice to set the lm 
just a few years before World 
War I is smart, as it gives us a 
glimpse of the beginning of 
the America we know today. 
The iconic score by Radio-
head guitarist Jonny Green-
wood is foreboding. The 
hypnotically jarring sounds 
complement Elswit’s haunt-
ing visuals. The string section 
lls you with dread as Daniel 
strikes oil for the rst time, 
swelling as black tar bubbles 
up from the mud.
 It’s a moment that tells its 
audience that there’s no go-
ing back. Not for Daniel, not 
for Eli, not for America. 
It doesn’t really matter 
which violent sociopath was 
victorious. Their struggle for 
power laid the groundwork 
for modern America. And we 
lost.
“There Will Be Blood” is the 
greatest American lm of all 
time and one of the dening 
movies of our generation. If 
you haven’t seen it already, 
you’re doing yourself a dis-
service.
Classic Disney Channel games provide quaratine entertainment while also 
allowing fans to reminisce about the golden days of Disney television. 
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Classic lm “There Will be Blood” achieves a perfect illustration of what it truly means to achieve the American Dream. 
The lm captivates audiences through its expert direction, its gripping plot line and its meaningful, evocative score.
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Club Penguin, a staple of many youths’ entertainment, brings the nostalgia 
of players’ childhoods while adequetly soothing their entertainment needs. 
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Taurus: You might have a rough relationship with 
your dad, but consider all the kids who have no 
relationship with their dad. I bet they’re having a 
horrible time reading this page!
Gemini: There are two types of dad: the “Mom’s 
gone, so let’s just order pizza” dad and the 
“could be a professional chef” dad. If your dad is 
neither of those, then you’re adopted. 
Cancer: Your dad’s cologne smells nice, but it 
doesn’t represent who he is. Buy him the “freshly 
mowed grass” collection from Versace. 
Leo: You may be lamenting the loss of your 
summer, but your dad is dealing with a much 
worse loss: his barbeque season. Try drinking 
brews and talking to him about the big game to 
simulate the feeling of his friends coming over for 
a backyard cookout.
Virgo: We all know dads hate following direc-
tions, so refrain from telling them to follow quar-
antine “guidelines.” Instead, give them a play-by-
play from the quarantine playbook. 
Aries: Your dad hasn’t been taking this quar-
antine well. Try spending some time with him 
watching M*A*S*H. Dads love M*A*S*H.
BY TESS BREWER
????? ?????
Downfalther (down-FALL-ther): Unfortunate, emotional and very cine-
???????????????????????????????????????????
 
Papace (pah-PACE): Swift, uninterrupted gait of a very serious charac-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 
Cadadence (kay-DAD-dence): A very fatherly tone/voice, very authori-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 
Fadad; Fadaddy (fah-DAD) (fah-dah-DEE): A friend of yours who 
wears any or all of the following combination of styles:
a. A collared, button down shirt, tucked in — ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????
b. Old denim jeans supported by a thick, thick brown belt with a big, 
brassy buckle 
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
d. All of the above — A full force fadaddy ready to awkwardly rock the 
???????????
Dadtionar y
Your weekly well of wacky words™
Libra: The stars see sunshine all week, so if you 
hear any thunder during the night, that’s just your 
dad’s monstrous snoring.
Scorpio: Don’t disrespect your dad just cause he 
doesn’t understand any of your memes. I doubt 
you could coach a winning little league team. 
Sagittarius: Be careful around your dad — his 
corny jokes are infectious! You might starch tell-
ing them yourself! Oh my God... they’ve gotten to 
me. Tell my family I love them.
Capricorn: ?????????? ??????? ?????????? ???????????
comfort those who have experienced great loss. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????
Tom Brady!
Aquarius: Not every dad is the traditional “manly man” I’ve described in previous 
horoscopes. This one’s for those of you with dads who don’t follow traditional gender 
roles: you should try turning up the air conditioner in your house. Maybe then your dad 
could actually be cool. Oh snap! I reeled you in for that one! Hook, line and sinker!
Fun and Fatherly Online 
Games to Try
Pisces: ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Don’t let the cute art style 
fool you — this game is 
not for the faint of heart. 
It’s a simple “beat ‘em up” 
where you play as a young 
boy trying to follow in his 
father’s footsteps. It just so 
happens that his father is a 
blue, skull mask-wearing, 
hulking beast of a man. So 
????????????????????????
the playground, your goal 
isn’t just to kill everyone 
in sight, but to kill them 
??????????????????????????
?????? ????????????????
and become the scourge 
of Almond Hands Park.
If Dad ‘n Me was just 
too normal for your 
tastes, then don’t 
worry, Dadgame is 
even stranger. You 
play as a dad who 
just loves to break 
things, ravaging 
the city streets and 
?????????????????
law enforcement to 
avoid being caught. 
I don’t know why 
every Newground 
game makes dads 
out to be destructive 
????????????????
only people with 
rough upbringings 
go on to program 
browser games.
Dadgame
newgrounds.com/
portal/view/510279
Dad n’ Me
newgrounds.com/
portal/view/254456
